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Company: Minato Consulting

Location: dubai

Category: other-general

The job posting is outdated and position may be filledSalesforce Functional

ConsultantDubai (onsite)Exp: 5-8 years.Responsibilities:Be an integral part of the end-to-end

project life cycle.Provide L1, L2 and L3 support to business in fast paced environment.Work

as SPOC for Sales and/or Service Cloud.Work closely with Technical team for System

enhancements.Creating and Maintaining complete functional documentation.Assist technical

team in migrating classic components to Lightning.Participate in making key solution and

design decisions on solutions & approach.Conducting SITs, UATs with business.Logging

work hours and work hour utilization using JIRADesign integrations between Salesforce and

other applications and get them developed by tech team.Work closely with subject matter

experts, developers, testers and business partners.Requirements Strong understanding of

Salesforce architecture, its benefits and limitations.Ability to define architecture options and

recommendations by analyzing and reviewing functional specificationsExtensive experience in

facing customer directly on day-to-day basis.Extensive Product Knowledge of Sales, Service

and Marketing Cloud and its integration with 3rd party systems.Excellent experience in

Salesforce administration (Managing the Users, Roles, Profiles, OWD, Sharing rules,

Sandbox creation and Refresh, Creating Managed / Unmanaged packages, layouts,

etc.).Must be aware of salesforce value additions and limitations.Working experience in an

environment where iOS applications are integrated with salesforce is a huge plus.Extensive

experience in project lifecycle. From inception to completion.Data Migration Data Loader,

Import WizardExperience with Drawloop and DocuSign is a huge plus.Working experience of

FSL is a huge plus.Experience in Real Estate domain is a huge plus.Salesforce
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Customizations knowledge like layouts, FLS, user management, etc.Automation techniques,

Agile working methodologies, Continuous IntegrationStrong understanding of Salesforce

architecture, its benefits and limitations. Ability to define architecture options and

recommendations by analyzing and reviewing functional specifications Extensive experience in

facing customer directly on day-to-day basis. Extensive Product Knowledge of Sales,

Service and Marketing Cloud and its integration with 3rd party systems. Excellent experience

in Salesforce administration (Managing the Users, Roles, Profiles, OWD, Sharing rules,

Sandbox creation and Refresh, Creating Managed / Unmanaged packages, layouts, etc.).

Must be aware of salesforce value additions and limitations. Working experience in an

environment where iOS applications are integrated with salesforce is a huge plus. Extensive

experience in project lifecycle. From inception to completion. Data Migration Data Loader,

Import Wizard Experience with Drawloop and DocuSign is a huge plus. Working experience of

FSL is a huge plus. Experience in Real Estate domain is a huge plus. Salesforce

Customizations knowledge like layouts, FLS, user management, etc. Automation techniques,

Agile working methodologies, Continuous IntegrationDisclaimer: Drjobs.aeis only a platform

that connects job seekers and employers. Applicants are advised to conduct their own

independent research into the credentials of the prospective employer.We always make

certain that our clients do not endorse any request for money payments, thus we advise

against sharing any personal or bank-related information with any third party. If you suspect

fraud or malpractice, please contact us via contact us page.Our goal is to make hiring as easy as

possible. We find the right talent for every company, ensuring that each candidate finds a

job they enjoy. Dr.Job FZ LLC provides 360-degree AI-powered recruiting and job search

solutions. If you are looking for a job and haven't found your chance yet, you can upload your

profile on our website and find thousands of opportunities globally!Our platform gives

you the flexibility you need to thrive in today's market by allowing you to apply for all different

kinds of jobs, whether they are full- or part-time, remote or on-site.
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